
SUMS ARISING IN THE THEORY OF MARKOV CHAINS

STEVEN OREY1

Let pa*¡¡ be the probability of going from state a to state ß in n

steps for some recurrent irreducible Markov chain with stationary

transition probabilities. It is known that for any states i, j, k, h (not

necessarily distinct)2

2-, Pa

(0.0) lim
m¡

#->«>   * mh

71 = 0

Here ma is a positive finite number, a=j, h; in fact, \mß] is the in-

variant measure of the Markov chain.3 Here we are interested in in-

vestigating the asymptotic behavior of

N
" (n) M

(0.1) Y (mhpij — Wjpkh )
n=0

as N—>co, and also the behavior of some related sums. The sum (0.1)

was first considered by Chung [l]. In special cases some results are

known; we shall give detailed references to previous work in foot-

notes. Here we strengthen (0.0) by showing that the partial sums (0.1)

are uniformly bounded above and below. In the ergodic aperiodic

case and in certain null-recurrent cases convergence is demonstrated ;

these results overlap some announced in [7]. It is shown that in the

null-recurrent case (0.1) may fail to converge, thus settling a point

raised in [l] and again in [7]; we hear C. Stone also has given coun-

ter-examples. The behavior of (0.1) and related sums has recently

been shown to be of central importance for the development of a

potential theory for certain recurrent Markov chains.4

We introduce some notation. Greek letters range over the state
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space. We use 5aß to denote 0 (1) if a^ß (a=/3), and write "P[- ]" for

the probability of [• ].

We define:

paß   = ingoing from a to ß in n steps], n = 0, 1, ■ • ■ .

Note that

v,(0) - ÄPaß    —   0aß,

ypaß  = P [going from a to ß in n steps without visiting y at any

positive time prior to n], n = 1, 2,

ypaß    =  0.

Henceforth j and k are two fixed distinct states. The functions we

now introduce will be used only for aC{j, k}, ßC{j, k\.

qaß  = P [going from a to ß in n steps without visiting either / or k

at any positive time prior to»],       » ■» 1, 2,

qaß  = 0.

We introduce the generating functions

^-v      (n)  n ^-> (»)  n V-i     W  n

"o/S  =   Zj í«3 0  >      1 ""ß  =   2-1   yPaß Z  ,       Yaß  —    / .  Qa8 Z   .
n=0 ,1=0 n=0

The first series converges in \z\ <1, the last two in \z\ =1. Set

ITaß  =   Qaßil)-

For aC {j, k], ßC {j, k} we have

(0.2) i_^ra1=m,

1 — Tßß       ma

This follows easily from the identities of §1 and Derman's relationship

aPaßiD   =  —  ■
ma

Since the invariant measure is determined only up to a constant

multiple we may and shall assume

(0.3) (1 — in«) = m¡,        (1 — wj¡) = mk.

We shall be concerned with the functions
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(0.4) Saß =  MaiPßß  -   Paß),

(0.5) Taß =  MßPaa ~ maPaß-

We write

..       . S   =   Sjk   =   (1   —  tTkk)iPkk  —   Pjk),

T = Tjk = il- wâf* - (1 - ***)¿V

If E is an expression depending on j and k we write E* for the ex-

pression obtained by interchanging the roles of j and k. Thus S* = Ski,

T* = Thj.

1. Basic identities.6 The basic relation of renewal theory is

(1.1) Pa-
1 - iP*

This identity, and all others we introduce, will hold for \z\ <1.

By an obvious argument one obtains

(1-2) Pjk  =  Pjj jPjk =  kPjkPkk-

Similarly one obtains

(1.3) kPik =
1

(1.4) *Ptf = Qt, + Qik jPk,- = Qa + ^Ä,
1   — Qkk

(1.5) ^ = rr^T'
Qik

(1.6) ¡Piu = Qikil + ¡Pkk) =
1 ~Qk

The formulas obtained by interchanging j and & will be called

conjugate to the original formulas.

It is important to note that the Qaß are arbitrary in the following

precise sense: given any constants q^, n = l, 2, ■ • • , aC {j, k},

ßC\j, k), there exists a recurrent irreducible Markov chain with

states j and k (and possibly other states) such that

CO—,    OO ii
W   =   2-1  Q"ß Z

6 Identity (1.2) is due to Chung; it was his idea to exploit relationships involving

one "taboo" state. (1.3)—(1.6) involve a double taboo.
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provided only the following conditions hold :

0 ^ q%\ n = 1,2, ■■ -,aC{j,k},ßC {j, *}.

2-, (?}*    + la  ) = 2-, KQki    +?**) = !,

( t ?r)( e 9?) > o.
\m=l / \m=l /

2. Summability and boundedness. We introduce the following

quantities :

A = 1 - Qji - Qik,

B = 1 — Qkk + Qkj,

C = QkÁl - Qa) - (¿»(I - Qkk),

D = (1 - ftxKl - Qkk) - QjkQkj.

These quantities are defined in \z\ =1.

Recalling the definition of 5 given by (0.4), (0.6) and substituting

the identités of §1 (or the conjugates) one obtains

(2.1) S={i~ Tkk)A •

D

Similarly T, which is defined by (0.5) and (0.6) turns out to satisfy

(1 - *„) - [il - TJ3)Qkk + (1 - ra)QJk]
(2.2) T =

D

The following identity, which is an immediate consequence of the

definition of D and the identities in §1 and their conjugates, will be

used frequently.

(2.3) D - (1 - fail - Qkk) = (1 - ¿JVi)(l - Qn).

Lemma. Let

OO CO

S  =   Y *nZn, T  =   Y tnZn.
n=0 n=0

Then

N N

0 < Y sn < I,    and    0 <Y*n, A = 0, 1, • • • .
n=0 n=0

Proof. From (2.1) and (2.3) we obtain
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A 1  — Tkk
(2.5) 5 =--•

1 - ¡Ffy 1 - Qkk

The second factor gives rise to a power series with non-negative

coefficients and converging to 1 when z=l. Let

A oo oo

=   Y hnZn, A   =   Y a"Z".
L j-Ljj n=0 n=0

Remembering (1.1) one finds that

(2.5) 2-,hn = 2-, Pa 2-,a™ = 2-1 Pa      2-,    (?«   + ?/*)•
n=0 «-=0 m«=0 «—0 m=7V—v+1

From (1.1) one easily derives

(2.6) Ypiï     Y     tpT'U A = 0,1, 2,

Notice that

P[first return toy occurs after time N — v\ start ztj]

(m)
■«

m=N—v+1

=   Y ip
(2.7)

è /"[first return to set \j, k] occurs after time N — v\ start atj'J

=      2-1     KQjj    + qjk ).
m=N—v+l

Clearly the first part of our lemma now follows. The assertion

about T is proved quite similarly.

Theorem l.6 For any states a,ß,y, 5, not necessarily distinct, there

exists a finite positive M such that

\-^   r W (»I i
2-,   [mipaß     —   Wßpyl  J < M, N = 0, 1,

Proof. From the previous lemma it is clear that for any two states

a, ß Saßil) and Taß(l) each represent a series all of whose partial

sums are positive, and such that the partial sums of S„ß(l) are

bounded uniformly from above (however the bound 1 obtained in the

lemma for a=j, ß = k is due to the normalization (0.3)). The theorem

then follows from

e The special case a = /3-=7 of this theorem has been proved earlier by W. Hoeff-

ding.
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msPaß — rrißPyt

(2.8) = Syt(mß/my) — Tsa(mß/ma) + 5i.(%/«a) — Taßims/ma)

= — Saßims/ma) + Tßy(ms/my) — Sßy(ms/my) + Tysimß/my).

Note that a = ß implies Saß= Taß = 0.

We shall now consider 5+5*. Observe that

(2.9) D = AB - C = A*B* - C* = D*,

(2.10) C = - C*.

Adding (2.1)  to its conjugate and using  (2.9)  we obtain after

simplifying

1   —  TTkk 1   —  Itii
s + s* =

(2.11)
B B*

+
1    r(l - rrkk)B*C + C*B(l - r#)

]•BB*L D

We shall write

(2.12) Qaß  =   IT aß  —  laß.

Note that taß is continuous in \z\ ál( ea^(l)=0, and eag(2)>0 for

0<2<1.

The following theorem now is easy.

Theorem 2.7 5+5*->l as z-^l-.

Proof. Inspection of (2.11) reveals that we need simply show that

(1 - *kk)B*C + C*Bjl - t„)
(2.13) hm -= 0.

2-.1- D

We call a term of the form eaß an e-term, and a product of two or

more such terms a higher-order e-term. One finds that

D  =   (1   —  Tjj)[ekk +  €kj]  +   (1   —  Tkk)Ujj +  «}*]

(2.14)
+ (higher order e-terms).

7 In other words we establish Abel summability of a certain series. In [5] it was

shown that for the special case considered there this series actually converges to 1.

Since convergence was easier to prove than that the sum is 1 the present theorem

leads to a shorter proof of that result of [5].

W. Hoeffding has communicated to us that in the aperiodic case he can establish

convergence to one of the series in question, by using a recent result of Chung.
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On the other hand

(2.15)    (1 - ickk)B*C + C*Bil - -j») = 0 + (higher order «-terms).

Keeping in mind the remarks after (2.12) one sees that the theorem is

established. We note that T+T* = S+S*.

Theorem 3.8 As s—*1—, 5 approaches a limit if and only if

(€ii + €jk)/(ikk + ekj) approaches a limit as z—*l—.

Proof. Note that ¿4 «=€//+«#. Formulas (2.1), (2.14), and the re-

marks after (2.12) show the truth of the theorem.

3. Convergence and absolute convergence. If

oo

H=   YhnZ», \z\     <   1,
n-0

we shall write

CO

H C 6        for Y hn converges,
n=0

eo

H C Ct        for Y I hn I   converges,
n-0

H(l) - H(z)
HC&       for H C 6    and   ——-— C «•

1 — z

Note that

oo

Y » I  K |     <    »
n-0

implies HC &.
The Markov chain is said to be periodic if there exists an integer w

greater than 1 such that

CO

a-Laa\Z)   —    / . apaa     Z

n=0

Because of the assumption of irreducibility this definition is inde-

pendent of a. If the chain is not periodic it is aperiodic. The chain is

positive recurrent if aPaaC(&; this definition too is independent of a.

A recurrent chain that is not positive recurrent will be called null

recurrent.

8 Remember that the eaß are arbitrary. So one can produce examples in which the

series 5 considered at z = 1 does not Abel converge; a fortiori it will not converge.
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Theorem 4.9 In the positive recurrent, aperiodic case

[msPaß — mßPys] C ft, for all slates a, ß, y, 8.

Proof. In view of (2.8) it is only necessary to show that under the

hypotheses of the theorem we have SCO- and 7"£ft. The proof is

similar for 5 and T; we give it for T. Using (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain

T =  (1 - Try,) -  [(1 - T,y)&» + (1 - Wkk)Qjk] 1 _

1 — kPkk 1 — Qjj

By the assumption of the theorem kPkkC(R, that is the expected recur-

rence time for the state k is finite. It is evident that then QkkC<& and

QjkC<&; this can easily be proved by using an argument similar to

that expressed by (2.7). Rewriting the right hand side of (3.1) we

have

(3.2)
1 - z 1

1 - kPkk  1 - Qa

Since QkkCR and QjkC<R the first factor on the right of (3.2) belongs

to ft. That (1 — z)/(l —kPkk) C ft when the hypotheses of the theorem

hold follows from Wiener's tauberian theorem,10 and clearly [l — Qjiy1

G ft. Thus the theorem is established.

It is easy to obtain an explicit expression for the quantity

[msPaß — mßPy¡\il). In case ß = d this quantity can be expressed in

terms of the moments

(3.3) Y nßPaß ,        a C {a, b, c, d},        ßC{a,b,c,d\
n=0

and thus the formula in  Theorem 5 of Chung [l] can be obtained;

9 This theorem should be compared with Theorem 5 of [l]. In the periodic case

Chung's theorem must be modified, for a two state chain in which the states alternate

with probability one provides a counterexample. Chung has presented his theorem

with a new proof as Theorem 4 on p. 62 of his book Markov chains with stationary

transition probabilities, Berlin, 1960. He communicates the following correction for the

periodic case: in case the process has period d > 1 the series may fail to converge, how-

ever the limit as N—► °o of the ( Nd+r)th partial sum converges to the given value, for

0¿r<<¿. The proof needs no change, except for a trivial modification in the last dis-

played formula.

10 See [3] for details.
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(note that his sum starts with n= 1, ours with w = 0). However, when

ß^b the desired quantity cannot be expressed in terms of the

moments Í3.3).

If the assumption of aperiodicity in Theorem 3.4 is dropped, the

theorem becomes false, even if the conclusion is weakened by replac-

ing aby 6; see footnote 9.

We turn to the questions of convergence and absolute convergence

in the null recurrent case.

Wiener's tauberian theorem tells us that B~lC& and CB*)-1£ft

provided only that

(3.6) BB* = 0 has no roots in | z\   ^ 1.

Clearly any roots oí B-B* = Q in \z\ =1 must lie on \z\ =1. Note

that B =0 on \z\ =1 implies that there exists an integer w such that

Qkk is a power series in even powers of zw and Q]k is a power series in

odd powers of zw; and dually for B*.

Theorem 5. In the null recurrent case we have

(O    [(1 ~*7/) (1 -Qkk) - (1 -Tkk)Q3k]- [(1 -7T«) (1 -Q„) - (1 -TidQki]
CR implies T-T*CGand (r-T*)(l)=0.

(ii) [(1 - Tkk)A - il - Tïj3)A*] C (H implies S - S* C C and

(5-5*)(l)=0.
(iii) // neither 5=0 or B* = 0 has roots in \z\ — 1 and

[il - Wkk)B*C + C*B(1 - itjj) ] C (R then T + T* = 5 +5* C e and

(5+5*)(l) = l.

Proof. The proof of (i) is like that of (ii) so we shall omit it.

Using (2.1) and its conjugate and (2.3) one obtains

(1 - Tkk)A  -il- TjùA*      1-3 1
(3.7) S-S*=--—-'■¥—-

1-2 1 - jPji 1 - Qkk

That the first factor on the right of (3.7) belongs to ft easily follows

from the hypothesis of (ii) ; the last factor clearly belongs to ft. The

second factor gives rise to a power series which converges to 0 when

z= 1 ; this is the content of the renewal theorem in the null-recurrent

case.11 Now (ii) follows.

Now assume the hypotheses of (iii). The assumption on B and B*

allows us to apply Wiener's tauberian theorem to conclude that the

first two terms on the right of (2.11) belong to ft. That the last term

on the right of (2.11) belongs to 6 is proved by the same argument

used to establish (ii). That (5+5*)(l) = 1 follows from Theorem 2.

"See [3].
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Corollary 1. If the hypotheses of (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied

SCe, TCQand 5(1) = 1/2, T(l) = l/2.

The hypothesis of the last corollary imposes conditions on j and k.

Let us say that (*) holds if the corresponding conditions are satisfied

by every pair of distinct states. If the state space is a vector space and

Paß = g(ce—ß)=g(ß — a) and the chain is aperiodic (*) will hold.

Corollary 2. // (*) holds [msPaß — mßPys]CQ for all states a, ß,

y, d.

Proof. Assume (*); the desired conclusion follows at once from

Corollary 1 and (2.8). It is easy to write an explicit expression for the

value of the sum.
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